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“Our end users often complain that the password 

structure that we use is complex and difficult to learn.”

C-suite, small business

32% of organizations are using a shared password manager account. 21% think that 

although they aren’t currently, they should be.

Does your organization use a shared 

password manager account?
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Password Security

Passwords have been the go-to option for businesses and users to protect accounts 

for decades. However, as pressure grows on organizations to protect more accounts, 

third-party apps, and sensitive data, and reach minimum compliance standards for 

security regulations, are passwords still the most common strategy?  

 

In this One-Minute White Paper, Pulse surveyed over 200 digital decision makers  

to understand:

Data collected from March 26 - April 21, 2021 Respondents: 223 tech leaders

IT MIGHT BE TIME FOR A PASSWORD MANAGER… 

Tech leaders use 4 - 6 password-protected accounts every day.

How many password-protected work accounts do you use daily?

How many password-protected accounts are used daily, as well as the number of 

incidents IT deals with 

What additional security layers are used to bolster password security 

Where the responsibility for password security lies, and why end users struggle

“Memorized passwords are dead. A manager is a must.”

C-suite, startup

Make them greater than 15 characters and 

encourage passphrases instead for better adoption.”

VP, medium-sized business
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IT KEEPS BUSY DEALING WITH PASSWORD-RELATED  

ISSUES—AND COVID-19 HAS MADE THAT MORE CHALLENGING

Most (43%) report that their IT team deals with more than 9 password-related 

issues every day.

How many password-related issues does your IT team deal with daily?  

(forgotten password, locked account etc.)
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Overall, 77% of tech leaders report that dealing with password-related issues has 

become more challenging due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Has dealing with password-related issues become 

more challenging for IT teams since businesses 

went remote due to the COVID-19 pandemic?
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ONE-TIME PASSWORDS THE MOST USED ADDITIONAL 

SECURITY LAYER, AND TIME-BASED ONE-TIME PASSWORDS 

CONSIDERED THE SAFEST

To bolster identity and access management (IAM) security beyond strong 

passwords, decision-makers mostly turn to one-time passwords (OTP) (61%), 

followed by tokens (39%) and time-based one-time passwords (TOTP) (37%).

What additional security do you implement for identity 

and access management (IAM), other than passwords?
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From the same list, respondents ranked TOTP (15%), OTP (14%), and biometric 

authentication (14%) as the safest security features for IAM.

Using the same list, rate these options 

in order from safest to least safe:
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Hardware security modules (HSMs) 13%, Tokens 12%, Zero Trust 12%, Magic links 11%, 

Public key infrastructure (PKI) 8%.
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“As hard as it gets, it is now becoming the norm to enhance older 

security practices. End users will need to get used to this process.”

C-suite, small business

THE BUSINESS AND END USER SHARE RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

PASSWORD SECURITY—BUT END USERS ARE FRUSTRATED 

Most tech leaders (71%) agree that individual end users and the business should 

be equally responsible for password security.

Where should the responsibility for password security fall?
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Though many (38%) say that employee security hygiene training occurs only annually. 

How often do you hold security 

hygiene training for employees?
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And, 91% agree that end users find additional security layers more frustrating 

than reassuring.

To what extent do you agree with the following:  

“end users find extra layers of security 

frustrating rather than reassuring.”
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Disagree 
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 “It’s a never ending battle. [The] right approach is regular education 

and understanding the responsibility lies with everyone.”

Manager, large software business

PASSWORDS ARE TOO CONVENIENT TO GIVE UP—UNTIL 

NEW TECHNOLOGY CAN STEP IN 

Convenience (55%) is the main factor limiting the adoption of alternative 

solutions to passwords, followed by technological limitations (45%) and end 

user skepticism (39%). 

What are the top 3 factors limiting adoption of password alternatives?
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Convenience 55%

“There are many technologies to choose from and each 

technology uses [a] different app, hardware, etc […] users are 

always confused, and the use of advanced password security 

measures such as MFA is a good option, but isn’t intuitive or 

user-friendly, especially for non-technical people” 

C-Suite, small business
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